PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY
Photographs that take you out from behind the scenes and let your
customers get to know you.
Would you like photos that speak about you and your creations?
Would you like to intrigue and engage your customers?
Then my branding portraits photoshoot is for you!
What if you don't like being photographed? Know that I'm not too fond of it either. Precisely for this reason, I can understand you, and I will help
you overcome this block. After all, it's easier with others than with yourself, right?
How does it work?
First, we will meet in person or via video call, and we will have a chat without any further obligation. And if you decide I'm the right
photographer for you, we'll start working together.
Here's how things will go:
1. I'll study your mood board (if you don't have one, I'll help you create it) with which you tell me about yourself and your brand, what kind of
photos you prefer and how you want to be seen by your client/target.
This is a fundamental part of my work that will help me understand which props to propose, which light to choose, which location to suggest, and
the shooting's general mood.
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2. We’ll decide together where to do the shooting: at your home, in your office, outdoors, or the photo studio.
3. We'll evaluate together what you'll wear on the day of the shooting, so I'll help you choose the right clothing to convey the messages and
values you want. And if you are thinking: "Oh my God, I have nothing to wear!" Don't worry, with my experience; I'll support you in the choice
to feel entirely at ease during the shooting!
4. Shooting: no duckface, and everything will be fine.
5. Choice of photos: after first screening, I'll send you about ten photos (min. 10, max. 15) with my considerations to help you choose.
6. Post-production
7. Delivery
How much does the Food Photography service cost?
The Portraits branding service costs 450 euros.
What it includes:
1. Study of the mood board and your brand.
2. Inspection of the place where the shooting will take place (which can be your home, your studio, a place dear to you, outdoors, or in
another location that we will decide together).
3. Use of professional photographic equipment and software.
4. The shooting of 3 different situations that lasts about half a working day.
5. Editing and choice of photos.
6. Delivery of 6 post-product portraits.
the rent of a location or photographic studio will be estimated for separately.
transfers outside Milan will be estimated for separately.

There is a possibility of package offers combined with other photographic services provided.

Visit the Portfolio page or my Behance (here you can find the text in english for the portrait projects) profile to see my works.
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